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**Abstract:** PbS nanosheets are an area of interest for opto-electrical devices such as solar cells and photocatalytic cells. Their high absorption coefficient, wavelength tenability, and thermal stability make them a great candidate for these devices. Nanosheets have better electron mobility over traditional quantum dots. PbS nanosheets were synthesized and tested for charge transport capability. Vertically aligned nanosheets that have been tested showed no charge transport. Testing of regular nanosheets and variation of acceptor nanoparticles and varying cross ligand concentration and type may provide better results.

**Supporting project:**

“Ti Color Center for Use in Quantum Information Processing”

**Abstract:** Titanium was implanted into a β-Ga2O3 crystal. Photoluminescence and cathodoluminescence measurements have been taken. HSE calculations have begun for calculating the bandgap of the structure. A peak of interest was found at 513 nm and is enhanced by titanium believed to be caused by a gallium vacancy.
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